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Learning classifiers from imbalanced or skewed datasets is an important topic, aris-
ing very often in practice in classification problems. In such problems, almost all the
instances are labeled as one class, while very few instances are labeled as the other
class, usually the more important class. Traditional classifiers trying to achieve an
accurate performance over a full range of instances are not suitable to deal with
imbalance learning tasks. They tend to classify all the data into the majority class,
which is usually the less important class. Researchers have already presented many
solutions to this problem both on data and algorithmic level.
In this thesis a new approach to deal with imbalanced datasets is presented on the
data level. This approach is an oversampling technique which involves generating
new samples for the minority class by making a random walk in the dataset. The
new samples are generated by some Markov Chain Monte Carlo Algorithm. Newly
generated samples are then added to existing data set in order to balance the ratio
between majority and minority class samples.
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DEFINITIONS
Bayesian Network
A Bayesian network is a set of random variables and their conditional depen-
dencies represented via a DAG.
Clustering
Clustering is the assignment of a set of observations into subsets (called clus-
ters) so that observations within the same cluster are similar according to
some predesignated criterion or criteria, while observations drawn from differ-
ent clusters are dissimilar.
Cross-Validation
Cross-validation is a technique which is used in estimation, how accurately
a predictive model will perform in practice. One round of cross-validation
involves partitioning a sample of data into complementary subsets, performing
the analysis on one subset, and validating the analysis on the other subset.
Feature Vector
In pattern recognition and machine learning, a feature vector is an n-dimensional
vector of numerical features that represent some object.
Joint Probability
Joint probability is a measure of two or more events happening at the same
time. Joint probability is the probability of event Y occurring at the same
time event X occurs.
Marginal Probability
The probability of one variable taking a specific value irrespective of the values
of the others.
Mutual Information
Mutual Information measures mutual dependence of two random variables on
each other.
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11. INTRODUCTION
A dataset is said to be imbalanced when at least one class (minority class) has
very few instances as compared to the other classes (majority class). Usually the
instances of minority class are more important from the classification point of view
and are called positive instances and the instances of the majority class are called
negative instances. In machine learning and pattern classification, learning from im-
balanced data has been under research in the recent years. The aim in learning from
imbalanced data is to develop an automated approach that correctly predicts the
minority class instances. The development of such an approach will have a direct
impact on real life applications, such as medical diagnosis, fraudulent telephone calls
detection [1], text classification [2], oil spills detection for satellite images [3], and so
on, where it is more important to classify minority class instances correctly than the
ones of majority class. For example, in real-world applications mispredicting a rare
event can result in more serious consequences than mispredicting a common event.
For example in the case of cancerous cell detection, misclassifying non-cancerous
cells leads to additional clinical testing but misclassifying cancerous cells leads to
very serious health risks.
It has been observed that traditional classifiers do not perform up to the mark when
dealing with imbalanced data, as they assume that the target classes share similar
prior probabilities. In this case, standard classifiers tend to be overwhelmed by the
majority class and ignore the minority class. Importance of learning from imbal-
anced data grew as more and more researchers realized that this imbalance causes
suboptimal classification performance, and that most algorithms behave badly when
the datasets are highly imbalanced. Barandela et al. [4] described that the classifier
accuracy, when dealing with imbalanced data cannot be measured as average classi-
fication accuracy for all the different classes in the dataset. For example, a dataset
with 99% of negative instances and 1% of positive instances. In such a situation, if
traditional classifier classifies all the dataset as negative instances then the overall
accuracy of the classifier will be 99%, since it has classified 1% of positive instances
incorrectly.
Guo et al. [5] described that from the application point of view, class imbalance
problem falls in two categories: natural imbalance problems (like credit card frauds
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and rare diseases) and those problems, in which the data is not naturally imbal-
anced, but it is very expensive to obtain examples of the minority class for learning
and to to make classifiers for them. For example, in shuttle failure, it is very hard
to obtain the data to develop some automated approach to handle these rare events.
However, we should note that imbalance ratio between classes is not the only factor
that reduces classification performance, other factors such as training size, dataset
characteristics and concept complexity also affect performance.
Japkowics [6] presented two very important questions for dealing with the class im-
bance problem. The questions are: What types of imbalances hinder the accuracy
performance of standard classifier? and What approaches for dealing with the class
imbalance problem are most appropriate? These questions are important since their
answers may suggest fruitful directions for future researchers focus their inquiry onto
the particular type of solution found most promising, given the particular charac-
teristics in their application domain.
A more difficult version of imbalance class problem is multi-class classification. In
multi-class classification there are more than one minority classes and the task is to
correctly classify all the minority class instances. Multi-class classification problem
can always be converted into two class imbalance problem, by considering only one
minority class at a time and treating all the other instances as majority class in-
stances. However, Wang et al. [7] described that treating multi-class classification
problem as a two class classification problem does not always end up in the required
results, and proposed a new methodology which combines the oversampling tech-
nique with AdaBoost.NC [8] for dealing with multi-class classification and showed,
that this approach results in much better classification results in multi-class classi-
fication problem.
In this thesis, we have developed a new approach to deal with imbalanced datasets,
it is an oversampling technique which includes generating new samples for minority
class. New samples for the minority class are generated by making a random walk
using Gibbs sampling which belongs to Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) family
of algorithms. We have compared our approach with the original dataset results and
with some other oversampling techniques such as SMOTE.
This thesis is divided into 6 main chapters. Chapter 2, Literature Review, discusses
the work that has already been done in solving class imbalance problem on both
data and algorithmic level. Chapter 3, Proposed Approach, in detail discusses our
approach to handle class imbalance problem. Chapter 4, Empirical Evaluation, de-
scribes the results of our approach and compares the results with original dataset
and other oversampling approaches. Chapter 5, Further Improvements, discusses
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any further improvements that can be done to improve our approach. Chapter 6,
Conclusion, concludes the thesis with some discussion on our approach.
42. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter we describe state of the art research that has already been done in
learning from imbalanced data. We will explain different methods and techniques
used for learning and more accurately classifying minority class from imbalanced
datasets.
Learning from imbalanced datasets has already been addressed by many researchers
on both data and algorithmic level. On the algorithmic (internal) level, idea is to
modify existing algorithms, to make them perform better with imbalanced datasets
without changing the actual data. Techniques such as, recognition-based approach,
cost-sensitive learning, bagging and boosting are used. Internal approaches in some
cases are very effective and their results are much better than those of external ap-
proaches but internal approaches have the problem of being too much data specific
because of the differences of the data characteristics. Hence it is very difficult to
create a general classifier that deals with all the different datasets.
Unlike internal approach, the main idea on data (external) level is to adjust majority
and minority class samples ratio. This is usually done by data re-sampling, which
include both over- and undersampling of data. The aim is to adjust the data ratio
in such a way that the minority class will no longer remain heavily unrepresented
among the total data data under consideration. Techniques such as Synthetic Minor-
ity Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE), Borderline SMOTE, Random Over- and
Undersampling, Neighborhood cleaning rule and Evolutionary Prototype Selection
are some examples for handling imbalanced datasets on data level.
Recently Garcia et al. [9] described that, research lines within the general framework
of class imbalance have been divided in the following groups:
• Re-sampling methods for balancing the dataset.
• Modification of existing learning algorithms.
• Measuring the classifier performance in imbalance domains.
• Relationship between class imbalance and other data complexity characteris-
tics.
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We will describe both the data and algorithmic level techniques and their effects in
the following sections.
2.1 Data Level Techniques
Data level technique includes resampling of the original dataset. Data resampling
includes both over- and undersampling of the data. Japkowicz et al. [10] presented
three most important questions that should be considered while resampling data.
• Should we oversample or undersample?
• At what rate should this oversampling and undersampling take place?
• Can a combination of different expressions of resampling paradigm help im-
prove classification accuracy?
2.1.1 Oversampling Techniques
Random Oversampling
Random Oversampling is a very naive approach to data oversampling. It simply
replicates the minority class examples and adds them to the training data. By using
this technique new examples come from the existing minority class examples in the
training set (TR). This results in the problem of over-fitting.
Over-fitting is a problem that occurs when all the training examples are very similar
to each other, and these examples are correctly classified by the classifier. In such
a scenario if a test example is slightly different from the training examples then the
classifier is not able to classify it correctly and results in poor classification for the
new examples. In other words classifier is trained to classify only very narrow set of
examples correctly.
Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE)
SMOTE is an oversampling technique first introduced by Chawla et al. [11]. They
describe a new technique for oversampling of data by creating synthetic examples
instead of generating new examples with replacement. New synthetic examples are
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introduced in the minority class by using K nearest neighbor (KNN) rule . A nearest
neighbor (NN) rule [12] classify an unclassified sample same as its NNs, when the
neighboring samples are already correctly classified by some external source earlier.
The choice of K is also something that needs to be addressed. Usually K is taken
as 3, 5 or 7 depending on the data. In SMOTE synthetic examples are introduced
along the respective line segments of all the K minority class NN. It results the de-
cision regions to be more towards the majority class and less specific. New synthetic
examples are generated in the following way:
Take the differences between the feature vector (sample) and its NNs under consid-
eration. Multiply these differences by random numbers between 0 and 1, and add
them to the feature vector under consideration.
As the feature vector consists of many different values, the difference between the
two feature vectors can be computed by taking the difference between the corre-
sponding values of the feature vector.
Border-Line SMOTE
Border-Line SMOTE technique consists of Border-Line SMOTE1 and Border-Line
SMOTE2. Han et al. [13] gave emphasis on those examples in minority class that
are close to decision boundary of majority and minority class. A decision boundary
can be defined as a boundary which separates two or more classes from each other in
a dataset. Han et al. think that the examples which are on the border-line are more
apt to be misclassified as compared to the examples that are farther away from the
decision boundary.
In Border-Line SMOTE the first step is to isolate borderline minority class exam-
ples by calculating KNNs, and put them in another set. These separated examples
are considered to be in danger of being misclassified, and hence this set is called
DANGER set. Then SMOTE is applied to the examples in the DANGER set in
order to generate new examples. In Border-Line SMOTE1 synthetic examples are
generated only by considering the minority class in the original distribution whereas
in Border-Line SMOTE2 synthetic examples are also generated from the majority
class examples instead of considering minority class only.
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Safe-Level SMOTE
Bunkhumpornpat et al. [14] recently introduced a new technique of oversampling
similar to SMOTE called Safe-Level SMOTE. Bunkhumpornpat et al. showed that
by using Safe-Level SMOTE technique they have achieved better accuracy perfor-
mance than SMOTE and Border-Line SMOTE. Safe-Level can be defined as follows:
safe-level (sl) = the number of positive instances in KNNs
and safe-level ratio can be defined as:
safe-level ratio = sl of a positive instance / sl of KNNs
Safe-Level SMOTE works by assigning safe-level to all the positive examples before
generating synthetic examples. However, safe-level should be computed for all the
samples in dataset. In order to generate new examples in safe region all the syn-
thetic examples are placed close to the largest safe-level. Safe-level ratio is used for
selecting safe position to create new synthetic examples. We need to compute the
safe-level of KNNs for calculating safe-level ratio of a sample, this can be done by
computing the safe-level for all the KNNs of a sample for which we are calculating
the safe-level ratio. An example is considered as noise if its safe-level is close to 0,
and considered as safe if its safe-level is close to K.
Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling TEchnique
Barua et al. [15] recently described, that most of the synthetic oversampling meth-
ods, in some scenarios generate wrong synthetic examples, which makes it hard for
the classifier to classify new examples correctly. They introduced a new method of
data oversampling called Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling TEchnique for
Imbalanced Dataset Learning (MWMOTE).
MWMOTE works by first identifying examples in the minority class that are difficult
to learn, it then assigns them different weights depending on the learning difficulty
and makes their cluster inside minority class. It then generates synthetic examples
from these examples and adds them to the minority class. Barua et al. claim that
this method results in better classification results than other oversampling methods.
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2.1.2 Undersampling Techniques
Random Undersampling
The idea of random undersampling is contrary to random oversampling described in
Section 2.1.1. In random undersampling we randomly remove example from major-
ity class, in order to balance the class instances. This results in the removal of very
important information from the majority class. This approach also results in down-
sizing of the training data considerably. Therefore it is the most naive approach in
data undersampling.
Neighborhood Cleaning Rule
Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCR) was first introduced by Laurikkala [16]. The
main idea in NCR is data cleaning instead of reducing the size of data by removing
useful information from the majority class. Laurikkala described that, the size of
the class is not important in correct classification as opposed to the examples in the
class, which are important in the classification. Hence data reduction is not a good
option in undersampling.
NCR works by identifying the borderline examples in the majority class. Borderline
examples are identified by KNN rule. A borderline example is considered noisy if
the class label is different from its 3 neighboring examples. If the borderline example
ei under consideration is a majority class example and its two or more neighbors are
from minority class then this example is considered as noise and is then removed
from the dataset. If ei is a minority class example and its NNs are majority class
examples then NNs are removed from the data.
Tomek Links
Tomek Links results in the removal of noise or borderline majority class examples.
It is another undersampling method first introduced by Tomek [17]. It works by
identifying noise and borderline examples on the decision boundary.
Consider two examples xi and xj belong to different classes. Let d(xi,xj) be the
distance between them. Examples (xi,xj) form a tomek link if there is no other
example xl (l 6= i and l 6= j), such that d(xi, xl) <d(xi, xj) and d(xj, xl) <d(xi, xj).
If xi and xj create a tomek link, then either one of them is noise or both are bor-
derline examples. Originally tomek links are used to find out noise and borderline
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examples, but this technique is also used as an undersampling method for majority
class examples.
Evolutionary Prototype Selection
Garcia et al. [18] proposed Evolutionary Prototype Selection (EVS) method, which
makes use of genetic algorithm. The main idea of EVS is to keep best examples
from majority class and remove redundant and borderline examples. EVS uses a
fitness function to compute the fitness of majority class example. Let S be a subset
data samples from TR. Fitness function can be defined as a combination of two
values, classification rate (clas_rat) associated with S and percentage of reduction
(perc_red) of instances of S with regard to TR.
Fitness(S) = α× clas_rat+ (1− α)× perc_red
and the percentage of reduction is :
perc_red = 100× |TR| − |S||TR|
EVS results in moving the decision boundary more towards the majority class. It
also prevents the overfitting problem for minority class.
Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule
Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN) [19] rule is an improved version of NN rule
with less memory requirements. CNN works by creating a consistent subset which
is later used in classification of new samples. It is also used as an undersampling
method for majority class, as the samples which are not consistent are thrown away.
A consistent subset of original data classifies all the samples correctly, when used as
a reference for new samples.
The samples are stored in two bins, called STORE and GRABBAG. First sample
is picked up randomly and stored in STORE. Next sample is picked and by using
NN rule, it is classified using STORE as reference. If the new sample is classified
correctly then it is placed in GRABBAG and is put in STORE otherwise. Similarly
all the samples in the original datasets are classified and either kept in STORE or
in GRABBAG. After one complete pass through the original data, samples that are
kept in GRABBAG are classified until GRABBAG becomes empty or no sample is
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transferred from GRABBAG to STORE.
After completing the above procedure GRABBAG is thrown away and STORE is
the consistent subset. Hence redundant examples in the original dataset are removed
from the original dataset.
Cluster Based Undersampling Approaches
Yen and Lee [20] described an undersampling method for imbalanced datasets which
is based on clustering. In this method all the data is divided into K clusters. Each
cluster has its distinct characteristics, which depends on the majority and minority
class examples in a cluster. Let number of majority and minority class examples in
the original data be SMA and SMI . If a cluster has more majority class examples
than minority class examples then it will behave as majority class cluster and vice
versa.
Let the numbers of the majority class examples in ith cluster be much greater than
the number of the minority class examples. The majority and minority class ex-
amples in ith cluster be SiMA and SiMI . Then, the ratio of majority class examples
to minority class examples will be SiMA/SiMI . As the number of majority class ex-
amples in a cluster is much more than the minority class examples, therefore, the
number of selected majority class examples in ith cluster will be:
SSiMA = m× SMI ×
SiMA/S
i
MI∑K
i=1 S
i
MA/S
i
MI
More majority class examples are selected from the cluster which behaves more like
majority class cluster for the final undersampled data. Hence, the contribution of
SSiMA is more in the final dataset if it has more majority class examples than mi-
nority class examples. The majority class examples are randomly selected from each
cluster after determining the majority class examples that are to be selected from
ith cluster. Approximately m×SMI majority class examples are selected. These ex-
amples are then merged with minority class examples, to get new balanced dataset.
We have described many over- and undersampling methods above. The overall ob-
jective of the above methods is to improve the classification rate of minority class in
imbalanced datasets. Oversampling methods achieve this by increasing the number
of minority class samples, while undersampling methods do this by removing the
majority class samples. One can always use a combination of both these methods,
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for example He et al. [21] have shown that the combination of SMOTE and Tomek
Links results in much more balanced dataset than the original dataset.
2.2 Algorithm Level Techniques
Algorithm level techniques involve modification in the algorithm according to the
dataset characteristics. Algorithm level results in more accurate results than data
level techniques.
2.2.1 Cost Sensitive Learning
Cost Sensitive Learning is an algorithmic level method, which takes misclassifica-
tion cost into consideration when classifying data samples. It targets to minimize
the overall misclassification cost in order to correctly classify given data. Misclas-
sification cost may vary from class to class in the data. In imbalanced data the
misclassification cost of minority class examples must be greater than that of ma-
jority class examples. Given a specification of correct and incorrect prediction,
classification of an example should lead to the lowest possible cost. Misclassification
cost is specified usually in cost matrix. Cost matrix specify the cost of classification
when the sample actually belongs to class j and classifier classifies it in class i [22,23].
Table 2.1: Cost Matrix.
Actual Negative Actual positive
Predict Negative C(0,0) = c00 C(0,1) = c01
Predict Positive C(1,0) = c10 C(1,1) = c11
Let C be the cost matrix (see Table 2.1), specifying the misclassification cost, when
an example belongs to a class j and is classified as class i. In the above cost matrix
of Table 2.1 the cost of classifying an example incorrectly should always be greater
than the cost of classifying it correctly. Hence c01 > c00 and c10 > c11. Moreover,
misclassification cost of a minority class example should always be greater than
those of majority class examples. Elkan [22] gives a mathematical expression of
misclassification cost.
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L(x, i) =
∑
j
P (j|x)C(i, j) (2.1)
In Equation 2.1 L(x, i) is the sum over the alternative possibilities of true class of
x for each i. C(i, j) is the misclassification cost when actual class is j and classifier
predicts it in class i. P (j|x) is the probability of classifying an instance x in class
j. When i = j the sample is correctly classified and misclassification cost is 0.
2.2.2 One-Class Learning
One-Class Learning also called as Recognition Based Approach is a method that
takes only minority class into consideration [24]. It works by assuming that there
are examples of only one class available in the whole dataset. The model for the
classification of new examples are created only from minority class examples.
In one-class learning the idea is to measure the similarity between the examples of
the minority class by applying some threshold value on the similarity value [25].
Raskutti et al. [24] shows that one-class learning is particularly useful when used on
extremely unbalanced datasets composed of a high-dimensional noisy feature space.
They argue that the one-class approach is related to aggressive feature selection
methods, but is more practical since feature selection can often be too expensive to
apply.
2.2.3 Active Learning on Border
Active learning is a method most regarded as the classification of unlabeled in-
stances [26]. Active learning algorithm accesses very large amount of data in order
to label them. However, because of selecting informative instances from a very small
pool of data, it does not have to go through all the instances in the dataset. The
informativeness of an instance can be measured as its distance from the decision
boundary.
The instances which are farther away from the decision boundary bring no new in-
formation and can be classified very easily. However, the instances that are close to
decision boundary are more informative. Ertekin et al. [26] suggested that the ratio
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of imbalance near decision boundary is very small. The examples on the decision
boundary can be classified by any machine learning classifier because ratio of ma-
jority and minority class examples is same.
2.2.4 Ensemble Learning
Ensemble Learning is a machine learning paradigm in which multiple models, such
as classifiers and experts are combined to solve some classification problem. Un-
like traditional machine learning classifiers which try to learn only one hypothesis
from the training data, ensemble learning methods use a combination of different
hypotheses to classify data. The success of an ensemble learner depends on the
different classifiers that make up the ensemble learner.
If all the classifiers learn the same knowledge, then they all behave as one classifier
and will bring no improvement in the classification. A good approach in building
an ensemble classifier is first accurately build individual classifiers and then choose
the best classifiers from them [27]. In the following sections we describe the most
important methods used in ensemble learning.
Bagging
Bagging method was first introduced by Breiman [28] in 1994. The main idea in
bagging method is to generate many versions of classifiers and then get an aggre-
gated classifier from these classifiers. Using bootstrap sampling method different
training datasets are created and the classifier is tested on these different training
datasets in order to get new classifiers.
Bootstrap sampling is a method in which K new training datasets of size n′(n′ < n)
are created from a TR of size n. If n′ = n then the TR Ki has a chance of having
63.2% of newly generated samples to be unique and the rest will be replicated. If
classifiers that are generated in bagging are considerably different from each other
then bagging results in high accuracy.
Boosting
Boosting method is first introduced by Schapire [29] while answering hypothesis
boosting problem (HBP). HBP was described by can be described Kearns [30] as
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a question, if a set of weak learners create a strong learner. A strong learner can
be described as [29] “given access to a source of examples of the unknown concept,
the learner with high probability is able to output an hypothesis that is correct on
all but an arbitrarily small fraction of the instances” and a weak learner can be
described as [29] “a learner can produce an hypothesis that performs only slightly
better than random guessing”.
In boosting method weak learner is converted into a strong learner which achieves
high accuracy in data classification. The main idea in boosting is that instead of
learning a single weak classifier learn many weak classifiers that are good at different
parts of the input space. The data classification can be done by weighted vote of
each classifier about a given data sample. The weight distribution over classifiers
about a data sample depends on their self-confidence levels of the classifier. Data
classification can be done forcing learners to learn about the different parts of the
input space. The final classifier can be obtained by a linear combination of the votes
of different classifiers weighted by their strengths.
2.3 Classifier Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation metrics play a central role in classifier evaluation. Their purpose is to
evaluate the goodness of a classifier in data classification. Like a traditional classifiers
do not work well with imbalanced datasets, similarly traditional machine learning
evaluation metrics, which work by considering the overall classification rate are not
suitable for imbalanced datasets, as the minority class contributes very little to the
overall data. A variety of evaluation metrics are developed based on the confusion
matrix.
Table 2.2: Confusion Matrix.
Actual Positive Actual Negative
Predicted Positive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)
Predicted Negative False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN)
Some of the most commonly used evaluation metrics which are used for imbalanced
datasets are Precision, F-measure, Geometric Mean, ROC Curve and AUC. Table
2.2 describes TP, FP, TN and FN which are used in below mentioned evaluation
metrics.
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Precision: It is the percentage of the positive (minority class) instances that are
actually positive.
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
Recall: Recall is based on understanding and a measure of relevance of data. It
means that how much an algorithm return the relevant results, so it is actually the
percentage of true positive patterns that are correctly classified by the classifier.
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
F-measure: F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. A high F-
measure value signifies high value of precision and recall [31].
F-measure = 2× precision× recall
precision+ recall
.
Geometric mean: Geometric mean (G-mean) is a very well known evaluation
metric for evaluating imbalanced dataset classifiers. It indicates the balance be-
tween majority and minority class instances in a dataset. It makes use of sensitivity
(accuracy on positive examples) and specificity (accuracy on negative examples) [31].
Sensitivity = Recall
Specificity = 1− FP
TotalNegatives
G-Mean =
√
Sensitivity × Specificity
ROC and AUC: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and Area Under ROC
(AUC) are the two very common metrics for the overall evaluation of a classifier.
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ROC curve is a two-dimensional graph to select optimal model based on TP and FP
rate. It represents changes in TP and FP rate as the decision boundary changes.
The ROC curve shows that for any classifier the true positive rate cannot increase
without increasing the FP rate [31]. The TP rate is the same as recall and false
detection rate (FDR) is
FDR =
FP
TotalNegatives
ROC gives visual indication of a classifier performance as each prediction result is
represented as one point in ROC space. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) can
be represented to summarize the performance of a classifier into a single metric.
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3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this chapter a new approach on data level to handle imbalanced data classification
is proposed. This chapter in detail discusses how this new approach can be used
and what are the advantages of this approach.
3.1 Overview of Proposed Approach
The main idea in this new approach is to generate new samples for the minority class
distribution by making a random walk using some MCMC algorithm. Generating
new samples by making a random walk in the minority class results in new examples
which are similar to minority class samples yet they are different (not replicated)
from already existing minority class examples. Although newly generated samples
are different from already existing samples, there is a chance that some newly gen-
erated samples are replication of some other newly generated samples. In order to
minimize this, many new samples are generated and some of them are selected ran-
domly and added to the original training set.
In the original dataset each node has dependency on many other nodes. The de-
pendency of nodes in the original dataset can be represented by a graph. We create
a tree structure in order to keep minimum dependency of a node on other nodes.
This tree is called as Chow-Liu (CL) Tree. The parent of a node is selected by
calculating the mutual information (MI) of all the nodes between each other. Two
nodes xi and xj will be in parent-child relationship if node xj has the maximum
MI value with node xi. In such a scenario, node xi will become the parent of node
xj. A sampling algorithm such as Gibbs sampling is applied on the CL tree to get
new samples. After getting this new training data in which the minority class is
oversampled, different machine learning classifiers are applied on the new training
data to record their performance with new training data.
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So our new approach is divided into following steps:
• Calculating Mutual information between minority class examples.
• Creating CL tree from the nodes of minority class.
• Applying some MCMC algorithm in order to generate new samples.
• Random selection of newly generated samples to avoid replication.
• Making a cross validation on new data sample.
3.2 Generating Chow-Liu Trees
This section describes how to calculate MIs between parameters of a network, which
is used in generating CL tree given the training data. The CL tree will be later used
in generating new samples for minority class.
3.2.1 Mutual Information and Chow-Liu Tree
CL tree was first introduced by Chow and Liu [32] while describing n-dimensional
discrete probability distribution by a product of second-order distributions. Chow
and Liu provided a very simple algorithm for creating an optimal tree. At each stage
the algorithm calculates the MI between the nodes and adds a pair to the tree with
maximum MI value.
MI is a measure of mutual dependence of the two random variables on each other. It
measures how much two random variables share information with each other. The
MI for two discrete random variables can be calculated by following relation.
I(X, Y ) =
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈X
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
, (3.1)
where p(x, y) is the joint probability of variable X and Y , and p(x) and p(y) are the
marginal probabilities of variables X and Y respectively. The algorithm calculates
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MI for each pair of random variables X and Y . As can be seen in the above relation
the value of MI will always be non-negative. If two random variables do not share
any information with each other then the value of MI between them will be 0. The
value of MI shows the dependence of two random variables on each other. If the two
random variables have high dependence on each other then the value of MI between
them will be higher.
CL tree is created by making a minimal spanning tree (MST) by using Kruskal’s
algorithm [33]. The MST is created based on the MI values calculated earlier. The
nodes which have the maximum value for the mutual information between each other
are added as root of the tree and similarly the rest of the nodes are added as the
children of already existing nodes in the tree.
3.2.2 Why Chow-Liu Tree is Important
CL tree describes a way to approximate joint probability distribution as a product
of second-order conditional and marginal distribution. CL trees are extremely effec-
tive in making the complex relationships simple. A very simple CL tree is show in
Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: A Simple Chow-Liu Tree.
In Figure 3.1 each node of the tree has exactly one possible parent except the root
node. The joint probability distribution for this tree can be very easily computed by
P (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6) = P (X6|X5)P (X5|X2)P (X4|X2)P (X3|X2)
P (X2|X1)P (X1).
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Figure 3.2: A Simple Bayesian Network.
Now consider a simple Bayesian network shown in Figure 3.2. The joint probability
distribution in the above Bayesian network can be calculated by
P (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6) = P (X6|X5X4X3X2X1)P (X5|X4X3X2X1)
P (X4|X3X2X1)P (X3|X2X1)(X2|X1)P (X1).
Already it can be noticed that the number of parameters in calculating the joint
probability distribution in Bayesian network is much more than in CL tree. The
calculation for joint probability distribution becomes intractable as the number of
parameters increases. An example of a very big Bayesian network can be seen in
Figure 3.3.
Bayesian network in Figure 3.3 has almost 500 parameters and each of them have
4 values on average. So the total number of parameters will be 4500 in full joint
probability distribution. In the real life systems we can have much more parameters
than the network in Figure 3.3. Hence in order to make the calculation of joint
probability distribution tractable in real life applications, it is very important to
minimize the dependencies of nodes on each other.
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Figure 3.3: A Small Portion of the Computer-based Patient Case Simulation (CPCS) Belief
Network in Netview Visualization.
3.2.3 Mutual Information through Empirical Probability
The goal of CL tree is to maximize the likelihood of data. Understanding the struc-
ture and dependence of parameters on each other in a network is very hard just by
presenting the training data. Therefore, generating CL tree gives a good approx-
imation of the structure and parameter dependence in a network. The main idea
in creating CL tree for any given TR is to calculate MI and create a MST. MI can
be calculated by (3.1), but calculating MI for parameters require joint probability
distribution between the parameters. Instead of calculating the joint probability, it
is much easier to find the empirical probability which can also be used instead of
joint probability. Hence (3.1) is updated in a form which uses empirical probability
distribution.
Iˆ(Xi, Yj) =
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈X
pˆ(xi, yj) log
pˆ(xi, yj)
pˆ(xi)pˆ(yj)
, (3.2)
where pˆ(x, y) is the empirical joint probability distribution of variables x and y,
similarly pˆ(x) and pˆ(y) are the empirical probability distributions of variables x and
y. The empirical probability in (3.2) can be calculated by
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pˆ(xi, yj) =
Count(xi, yj)
m
, (3.3)
pˆ(xi) =
Count(xi)
m
, (3.4)
pˆ(yj) =
Count(yj)
m
, (3.5)
where Count(xi, yj) is the number of occurrences of xi with yi together in minority
class and m is the size of the minority class. Variables xi and yi represent different
values that a parameter can take. For example, variable X represents a color vari-
able then xi represents some value that a color variable X can take like green. It
should be noted, that the end goal is to maximize the data likelihood in minority
class. Therefore, minority class samples are first extracted from the training data
and then by (3.2) MI between parameters is calculated. As each parameter in the
feature vector may have many values, hence (3.3) should be calculated for all the
values of parameters X and Y . Equation 3.6 gives detailed formula to calculate MI
between two parameters X and Y :
Pˆ (X1, X2) =
∑
xi∈X1
∑
xj∈X2
Pˆ (X1 = xi, X2 = xj) log
Pˆ (X1 = xi, X2 = xj)
Pˆ (X1 = xi)Pˆ (X2 = xj)
. (3.6)
3.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Algorithms
This section describes a family of sampling algorithm called as MCMC algorithms.
The main idea in MCMC algorithms is to get samples from a probability distribu-
tion also called as target distribution by constructing a Markov Chain (MC) with
stationary distribution described in Section 3.3.2. MCMC sampling idea was first
described by Metropolis et al. [34], and later Hastings [35] presented a generalization
of the algorithm.
Consider we have a target distribution pi(x), which is known only up to a certain
multiplicative constant. If the target distribution is very complex to sample from
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it directly, then an indirect method is used to sample the distribution pi which uses
an irreducible and aperiodic MC which has the stationary distribution pi(x) [36]. In
order to sample from this distribution we have to run the chain sufficiently long so
that it achieves its stationary distribution.
3.3.1 Markov Chains
A MC (can be considered as a state machine) is mathematical system which consists
of a finite number of states. It undergoes transitions from one state to others states.
The edges between different states usually represent the probability of making a
transition to a certain state. Making a transition of MC is a random process, in
which moving to next state is only dependent on the current state. Therefore, MCs
are considered as memoryless systems. MC defines a probabilistic transition model
T (x→ x′) over all states x characterized by the property:
∑
x′
T (x→ x′) = 1. (3.7)
Figure 3.4: A Simple Markov Chain.
Lets consider a hypothetical agent at state 0 at time t = 0. Figure 3.4 shows a
simple MC for an agent with transition probabilities for all the states. It can be
verified from Figure 3.4 that the sum of the transition probabilities for every state
at each time stamp sums up to 1. The probability for the agent to be in the state
x′ at any time t+ 1 can be given by
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P (t+1)(X(t+1) = x′) =
∑
x
P (t)(X(t) = x)T (x→ x′). (3.8)
Equation 3.8 defines a recurrence relation which calculates the probability for agent
to be in state x′ at any time t+ 1. Let x be a state through which agent can reach
to the state x′ with a single transition. Then the total probability of being in state
x′ at time t + 1 is the sum of the products of each probability of being in state x at
time t and the corresponding transition probability of moving to state x′ from the
state x, over all the states x. The total probability for the agent starting from the
state 0 to all the possible states at first three time steps is given by
Table 3.1: Probability of Being on different states for First Three Time Steps.
-2 -1 0 1 2
P (0) 0 0 1 0 0
P (1) 0 0.25 0.5 .25 0
P (2) 0.252 =
0.0625
2 × (0.5 ×
0.25) =
0.25
0.52 + 2 ×
0.252 = 0.375
2 × (0.5 ×
0.25) =
0.25
0.252 =
0.0625
3.3.2 Properties of Markov Chains
Sampling through MCMC algorithm that uses MCs, should satisfy some important
properties of MC. In order to generate samples which can be used as new samples
of minority class, MC makes a random walk sufficiently long such that the chain
reaches a state of stationary distribution.
Stationary Distribution
A MC is said to reach its stationary distribution when the following relation holds.
pi(x′) ≈ pi(x) (3.9)
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pi(x′) = P (t+1)(x′) =
∑
x
pi(x)T (x→ x′) (3.10)
MC reaches its stationary distribution when Equation 3.9 holds, which states that
the probability of being in state x′ at time t+1 is approximately equal to probability
of being in state x′ at time t. It is noticed that not all the MCs reach the stationary
distribution, a MC reaches the stationary distribution when it is regular.
Regular Markov Chain
A MC is said to be regular if there exists k such that for every pair of states x and
x′, the probability of reaching to x′ from state x is greater than 0 in exactly k steps.
When a markov chain is regular it is guaranteed to converge to a unique stationary
distribution provided that the chain runs sufficiently long. A MC can be regular
when the following two sufficient conditions hold.
• Every two states are connected.
• For every state, there exits a self transition.
Once the chain reaches a unique stationary distribution, samples are collected for
the minority class. After collecting one sample next few samples should be thrown
away because once the chain reaches stationary distribution, the adjacent samples
are highly correlated with each other, so by collecting the samples which are further
away from each other, replication in the samples can be avoided.
Once CL tree is generated as described in Section 3.2, the next step is generate sam-
ples using some MCMC algorithm. In our approach we are using Gibbs sampling
to generate samples.
3.3.3 Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs sampling is a MCMC algorithm which is used to generate samples from a
distribution for which the direct sampling is not possible. In our approach we have
CL tree which acts as a MC on which gibbs sampling is applied. The MI values
that are calculated earlier between the parameters act as the transition probabilities
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for moving from one state to the next state in the CL tree. In order, to collect
the samples using Gibbs sampling algorithm, we start by randomly selecting a node
from the CL tree. The successive states are randomly selected according to the
transition probabilities of the nodes. Similarly the current state of the selected
successive node given by the current state of the current node is also selected by
the transition probabilities of the states of the selected successive state (each state
consist of different values, these values are described as the states of the state here).
This process is repeated for all the nodes in the CL trees. Once the process has
been repeated for all the nodes, the current values of all the nodes in the tree give
us one sample of the minority class.
Algorithm 1 describes how to draw the successive node and the value for that node.
In order to get one sample of minority class, we run Algorithm 1 for all the nodes
in the CL tree.
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Algorithm 1 GenerateSample(root). Generate one sample by making a random
walk starting from the random node.
1: current = root
2: sum_trans = 0
3: sum_values = 0
4: trans_randNo = 0
5: value_randNo = 0
6: iteration_count = 0
7: total_iterations = 100000000
8: while iteration_count ≤ total_iterations do
9: for i = 1→ neighbor.len do
10: sum_trans = sum_trans+GetTrans(current, neighbor[i])
11: end for
12: transition_randNo = RANDOM(0, sum_trans)
13: for p = 1→ neighbor.len do
14: trans_randNo = trans_randNo−GetTrans(current, neighbor[p])
15: if trans_randNo ≤ 0 then
16: break
17: end if
18: end for
19: next← neighbor[p]
20: values← next.values
21: for i = j → values.len do
22: sum_values = sum_values+GetV alue(next, values[j])
23: end for
24: value_randNo = RANDOM(0, sum_values)
25: for k = 1→ values.len do
26: value_randNo = value_randNo−GetV alue(next, values[j])
27: if value_randNo ≤ 0 then
28: break
29: end if
30: end for
31: current = next
32: current.currentV alue = values[k]
33: iteration_count = iteration_count+ 1
34: end while
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Algorithm 1 generates samples for the minority class. The total_iterations here
is described as a big number which shows that the algorithm should execute suffi-
ciently many loop iterations for chain to achieve the stationary distribution. The
total_iterations number can be different for different MCs. Variable neighbor
is an array of nodes which contains those nodes on which current node may jump
to in the next time stamp. Similarly variable values is an array of different values
from which one of the value is assigned to the node as the current value. The func-
tion GetTrans return the transition probability from the current node to one of the
neighboring nodes. Similarly the functionGetValue return the probability of being
in a certain state once the next node is selected. Once the new value is assigned to
the next node, all the process is repeated from the newly assigned current node.
While generating CL tree some nodes are totally independent of other nodes (their
MI value will be zero). These nodes are not added in our CL tree and ultimately
will not be in our MC. Hence there will be no way to include these nodes in the sam-
pling process while generating samples. However, a sample should always have all
the node values in it. Hence we randomly draw some value for these nodes and add
these values in the samples. We collect a lot of samples and then select randomly
from them in order to avoid the correlated samples.
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4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
This chapter discusses the experiments performed using the approach described in
the previous chapter. First the data used in the experiments and its characteristics
are given. We describe how the minority class from a given TR is identified. Next
we describe the experimental setup and any third party tools and existing machine
learning classifiers, which helped us perform the experiments. Then the empirical
comparison between our approach and some already built approaches is given. Fi-
nally we analyze the results of our approach.
4.1 Data Characteristics
In this section we describe the data and its characteristics that we have used in our
experiments. Both the datasets used in the experiments are collected from machine
learning repository of University of California Irvine (UCI). The two datasets used
from UCI repository in the experiments are Nursery and Car datasets. The main
reason for using these two datasets is that the minority class is very easily identified
in these two datasets just by looking at the datasets.
Table 4.1: Nursery Dataset.
Class Instances Percentage
not_recom 4320 33.333%
recommend 2 0.015%
very_recom 328 2.531%
priority 4266 32.917%
spec_prior 4044 31.204%
Nursery dataset is described in Table 4.1. It consists of 12960 data samples and it is
divided into five classes with percentages of each class as described in Table 4.1. By
analyzing the dataset we immediately see that there are two minority classes, which
are recommend and very_recom. The recommend class has only 2 instance in
the whole dataset. As we are generating new samples for minority class based on
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the current examples in the minority, so we do not have much information here to
generate new samples from these two samples. Hence we ignore recommend class
and consider very_recom class as our minority class. The classes tell how likely it
is for a child to get admission in the nursery school for example, very_recom class
shows that it is highly recommended for a child to get admission in nursery school.
Nursery database was derived from a hierarchical decision model originally devel-
oped to rank applications for nursery schools. It was used during several years in
1980’s when there was excessive enrollment to these schools in Ljubljana, Slove-
nia, the rejected applications frequently needed an objective explanation. The final
decision depended on three parameters: occupation of parents and child’s nursery,
family structure and financial standing, and social and health picture of the family.
Table 4.2 below shows the class distribution of the car dataset.
Table 4.2: Car Dataset.
Class Instances Percentage
unacc 1210 70.023%
acc 384 22.222%
good 69 3.995%
vgood 65 3.760%
Car dataset describes the overall evaluation criteria for a car. The overall condition
of the car is divided on two main features. Car overall price and the technical char-
acteristics of the car. The price is further divided into buying and maintenance cost,
similarly technical characteristics are divided into safety, number of doors, person
capacity and the size of the luggage boot. So the overall condition of the car is di-
vided on six features on the base level. The final condition values are unacceptable,
acceptable, good, and very-good.
There are two minority classes in this dataset: good and very-good. However, as
our approach deals with only one minority class at a time, hence very-good class is
considered as the minority class in this dataset.
4.2 Experimental Setup
This section describes the experimental setup for the experiments, file formats used
and the traditional machine learning classifiers to classify the oversampled dataset.
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This thesis also uses a third party software which has many built in machine learning
classifiers.
Once the oversampled minority class is generated by the our approach, it is shuﬄed
with the original dataset to create new dataset, which is used for classification. We
have used a third party software called WEKA [37]. WEKA (Waikato Environment
for Knowledge Analysis) is a free and popular suite of machine learning software
written in Java and developed by University of Waikato, New Zealand. WEKA uses
a special file format called .arff as its input file. The newly generated dataset is
automatically converted into arff format, which can be used by WEKA.
Figure 4.1: WEKA Car Dataset.
Figure 4.1 shows the car dataset loaded in WEKA. In the left panel WEKA shows
all the parameters that affect the final decision. On the right side it shows the class
distribution for different values. WEKA contains algorithms for both supervised
and unsupervised classification task. Filters can also be applied on a dataset which
includes shuﬄing, normalization and some oversampling techniques.
Once the data is loaded in WEKA, the next step is to apply some supervised ma-
chine learning classifier on the data and analyze the results. How data oversampling
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helped in correctly classify the minority class? In our approach oversampled data
is classified by J48, PART and SMO algorithms, these algorithms already exist in
WEKA.
J48 is a decision tree learner. It is an open source Java implementation of C4.5 al-
gorithm in WEKA. C4.5 is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree developed
by Ross Quinlan [38]. C4.5 is an extension of Quinlan’s earlier ID3 algorithm. The
decision trees generated by C4.5 can be used for classification, and for this reason,
C4.5 is often referred to as a statistical classifier. Similar to J48, PART is a decision
rule based learner in WEKA. SMO is the implementation of support vector machine
(SVM) [39] in WEKA. SVM is a supervised learning model that analyzes data and
recognizes patterns, used for classification and regression analysis.
In order to classify the dataset we cross validated the whole dataset in ten folds.
It means that the whole dataset is divided randomly in ten parts and nine of them
together are used as TR and one is used as a test set at a time.
4.3 Results Format
WEKA outputs the results into a matrix form called Confusion Matrix. A confusion
matrix is an n× n matrix, where n is the number of different classes. In the matrix
each element nij represent, the element which is classified in class ωj when its true
class is ωi.
C =
 50 0 00 47 3
0 1 49

An example of the confusion matrix is shown above. There are total three classes to
classify and each class have 50 examples, and in total there are 150 examples. It can
be seen from the confusion matrix that four examples are misclassified. Based on
the above confusion matrix we can estimate the classification error by the following
relation:
Eˆ(α) =
∑c
i
∑c
j nij −
∑c
i nii∑c
i
∑c
j nij
, (4.1)
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where
∑c
i nii are those examples which are correctly classified, hence they should
be subtracted from the remaining data samples. By analyzing the confusion matrix
we can estimate that how well the oversample technique has performed. The test
error in the above example is calculated by Eq. 4.1,
Eˆ(α) =
150− 146
150
= 0.0266.
4.4 Empirical Results
This section describes the results of our approach on nursery and car evaluation
datasets. The results are described by confusion matrix described in Section 4.3.
4.4.1 Nursery Dataset Results
Nursery dataset has 12960 data samples and 328 of them are minority class samples.
Minority class is oversampled by ≈600%. The minority class size in the oversampled
dataset will become 1947 and the total size of the dataset becomes 14579. Below
are the results shown in the confusion matrix form for the classifiers J48, PART,
and SMO one at a time.
Confusion matrices below show the results of applying J48 on the original and over-
sampled nursery dataset.

4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 238 90 0
0 0 56 4049 161
0 0 0 73 3971


4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 1830 117 0
0 0 185 3936 145
0 0 0 76 3968

The minority class classification results are highlighted in the above confusion matri-
ces. In the original dataset 238 minority class samples (MCS) are correctly classified
out of 328 examples and 90 samples are incorrectly classified. However, in the over-
sampled dataset 1830 MCS are correctly classified out of 1947 and 117 examples are
incorrectly classified. The accuracy for the minority classification with J48 for the
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original dataset is 72.560% and for the oversampled dataset is 93.990%.
The matrices below show the results of applying PART classifier on nursery dataset.

4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 322 6 0
0 0 16 4228 22
0 0 0 57 3987


4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 1806 141 0
0 0 130 4104 32
0 0 1 65 3978

PART classifier with the original dataset classifies 322 MCS correctly out of 328 and
6 MCS are classified incorrectly. However, 1806 MCS are correctly classified out of
1947 and 141 MCS are misclassified. The accuracy with PART for original dataset
is 98.172% and for oversampled dataset is 92.758%.
The results for SMO classifier are shown below in the confusion matrices.

4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 236 92 0
0 0 52 3801 413
0 0 0 338 3706


4320 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 1835 112 0
0 0 234 3623 409
0 0 0 346 3698

SMO classifies 236 MCS correctly with the original dataset and 92 MCS are mis-
classified. However, with the oversampled dataset SMO classifies 1835 MCS cor-
rectly and misclassifies 112 examples. The overall accuracy of the minority class
classification in original dataset is 71.951% and with the oversampled dataset the
classification accuracy is 94.247%.
WEKA also gives the classifier evaluation measures described in Section 2.3 like TP
rate, FN rate, F-measure for a specific dataset. J48 evaluation measures for the
oversampled nursery dataset are given in Table 4.3 .
The same results are obtained for the original dataset for the nursery data, apart
for the minority class the true positive rate for the priority class is 0.94 and for
spec_prior has 0.98 with J48. The classification rate for the majority class with
oversampled dataset remains same for most of the majority classes. However, clas-
sification rate with oversampled data is increased significantly.
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Table 4.3: J48 Nursery Dataset Evaluation Measures.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure
not_recom 1 0 1 1 1
recommend 0 0 0 0 0
very_recom 0.94 0.015 0.907 0.94 0.923
priority 0.923 0.019 0.953 0.923 0.938
spec_prior 0.981 0.014 0.965 0.981 0.973
4.4.2 Car Evaluation Dataset Results
Car Evaluation dataset consists of 1728 data samples and the minority class has 65
examples. As there are two minority classes in this dataset, our approach considers
only one minority class and treat all the other data samples as majority class in-
stances. The algorithm oversamples the minority class until the number of minority
class samples are close to some other class in the dataset. Minority class is over-
sampled ≈ 450% and 287 new minority class instances are added to the dataset.
The oversampled dataset has 2015 examples and 352 of them are minority class ex-
amples. The results of applying classifiers on this dataset is described in confusion
matrices below:

1164 43 3 0
33 333 11 7
0 17 42 10
0 3 5 57


1125 46 3 36
30 336 11 7
0 17 42 10
5 4 6 337

The confusion matrices above show the result of applying J48 classifier on original
and oversampled datasets. In the original dataset 57 MCS are correctly classified
and 8 MCS are misclassified. However, in the oversampled dataset 337 MCS are
correctly classified out of 352 MCS and 15 are misclassified. The resultant classifi-
cation accuracy for the original dataset is 87.692% and for oversampled dataset is
95.738%.
Confusion Matrices below show results of applying PART classifier on original and
oversampled car dataset.
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
1180 26 4 0
6 360 16 2
0 15 51 3
0 1 0 64


1149 33 2 26
4 360 13 7
1 11 54 3
6 3 4 339

It can be deduced from the confusion matrices above that, with PART classifier
all the MCS are correctly classified except 1 MCS. The classification accuracy for
the original data set is 98.461% and, with the oversampled dataset PART classifier
performs slightly better than J48 classifier. In the oversampled dataset 339 MCS
are correctly classified with the classification accuracy of 96.306% and 13 MCS are
misclassified.
Confusion matrices below show the results of applying SMO classifier on the car
data set.

1161 48 1 0
31 341 10 2
0 11 55 3
0 0 2 63


1123 42 2 43
32 284 11 57
0 14 51 4
27 28 5 292

The classification results for SMO conclude that with oversampled dataset SMO
results in poor classification and with the classification accuracy of 82.954%. The
classification accuracy for the original dataset is 96.923%, only 2 examples are mis-
classified in the original dataset. In the oversampled dataset 292 examples are
correctly classified and 60 examples are misclassified.
Table 4.4: J48 Car Evaluation Dataset Evaluation Measures.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure
unacc 0.93 0.043 0.97 0.93 0.949
acc 0.875 0.041 0.834 0.875 0.854
good 0.609 0.01 0.677 0.609 0.641
vgood 0.957 0.032 0.864 0.957 0.908
Table 4.4 shows the classifier J48 evaluation measures for the car evaluation dataset.
The same evaluating metrics are also obtained for the original dataset. True positive
rate with J48 for oversampled dataset is 0.957 and for original dataset is 0.877. For
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the other majority class true positive rate for the oversampled data is given in Table
4.4. True positive rate in the original dataset for class unacc is 0.962, for acc is
0.867, and for good is 0.609. It can also be deduced from the confusion matrices
above that PART classifier always results in better classification accuracy with the
original dataset.
4.5 Comparison with Other Approaches
This section makes a comparison of our new approach with SMOTE oversampling
approach described in Section 2.1.1. Detailed results of the comparison are given in
Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
We have used SMOTE to oversample nursery and car evaluation datasets. The
number of newly generated samples for minority class with SMOTE is the same as
the number of examples that we have generated for our approach. Table 4.5 shows
the classification results for oversampled nursery dataset with SMOTE oversampling
technique.
Table 4.5: SMOTE Oversampled Nursery Dataset Classification.
Correctly Classified Misclassified Accuracy
J48 1897 48 97.532%
PART 1940 5 99.742%
SMO 1883 62 96.812%
Table 4.6 shows the results for the oversampled car evaluation dataset with SMOTE.
It can be deduced from the Table 4.6 that PART and SMO result in 100% classifi-
cation accuracy and J48 misclassifies 2 MCSs.
Table 4.6: SMOTE Oversampled Car Evaluation Dataset Classification.
Correctly Classified Misclassified Accuracy
J48 351 2 99.433%
PART 353 0 100%
SMO 353 0 100%
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It can be deduced from the Tables 4.5 and 4.6 that the results of the SMOTE over-
sampling technique are slightly better than our approach in both the datasets with
all three classifiers. The samples generated by our approach is largely dependent
on the structure of CL tree. In the next chapter we describe some enhancement
methods which can further improve the results of our approach.
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5. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this chapter we will discuss the effect of applying our oversampling approach on
the minority class classification. This chapter also presents two improvement tech-
niques which can be used to improve the classification results.
5.1 Structure of Chow Liu tree
The newly generated samples are largely dependent on the structure of CL tree.
Therefore, the structure of the CL tree ultimately have a big impact on the the
classification of the minority class examples. The difference between the newly gen-
erated minority class examples is directly related to the structure of the CL tree.
If the tree is very thin and tall then it may take many iterations to sample all the
nodes in the CL tree as compared to the a thick and shallow tree.
Figure 5.1: Tall Chow-liu Tree.
Consider the CL tree in Figure 5.1. Each node has only one child except the root
node. New value of a node is drawn by making a random jump from one node to its
adjacent nodes based on the empirical probabilities distribution. If the algorithm is
generating new value for a leaf node which is on one end of the CL tree, then it may
take very long to generate new value for the leaf node which is on the other end of the
tree. The probability of generating new samples in this way for every node is very
low in a short period of time. Therefore, it takes many iterations of the algorithm
to generate new samples for every node. The result of this type of tree structure is
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that for most of the time it generates new values for some nodes and does not gen-
erate any new value for some nodes in the tree. It results in two main disadvantages:
• For many iterations we get replicated samples.
• After running the chain for a long time, in the end we have to randomly select
samples from all the newly generated samples.
Figure 5.2: Shallow Chow-liu Tree.
Now consider the CL tree in the Figure 5.2. This tree is much more thick and
shallow as compared to the tree in Figure 5.1. If the resultant CL tree is thick and
shallow, then the probability of generating new values for nodes is much more in a
short period of time and ultimately needs few iterations. However, the structure of
CL tree represents the dependence of nodes on each other. Hence, we should alter
the tree structure in such a way that the altering will not affect the dependence
relation in nodes.
Currently our approach uses a very naive method to generate the CL tree and in
most cases is similar to that in Figure 5.1. However, more heuristics can be applied
to make the tree without affecting the nodes dependence on each other.
5.2 Mutation with Majority Class
In our current sampling approach, new values for a node are only drawn from the ex-
isting minority class. In following this approach newly generated samples are always
those sample which already exist in the minority class but with different combina-
tion of values for each node. For example, if the total number of parameters in a
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dataset is ten and on average each parameter has five different values then the total
number of different samples are 510. If in the minority class each parameter on av-
erage contribute with its two values, then new values for a parameter is drawn only
from those two values that exist in the minority class for this specific parameter.
The total number of different newly generated examples are only 210, after that all
the newly generated samples are replication of the existing samples.
We can always mutate minority class samples with some new value for the param-
eters in minority class samples. These new values should be some value outside
the current minority class distribution. The addition of new value in the minority
class results in generating many new minority class samples, which does not already
exit in the minority class. Adding these new samples gives the minority class some
variety, so if there are some minority class samples that are added in the original
dataset, then this approach may also cover those minority class samples.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this chapter we make some final comments about this new oversampling tech-
nique for the classification of the minority class. We will make a very brief final
comparison of original dataset and oversampled dataset classification results.
In this thesis we have introduced a new approach which involves oversampling of
minority class by making a random walk in order to generate new samples for the
minority class. We have then compared our approach with original dataset classifi-
cation and with SMOTE oversampling technique. The comparison results described
in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 reveal that our oversampling approach is generally better
than original dataset and not better than SMOTE oversampling technique.
Overall the classification accuracies of our approach with both the datasets are very
good with overall accuracy of more than 92% with most of the classes. Our oversam-
pling technique can be further improved by making more enhancements described
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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